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Grass snake    
Natrix helvetica

Other names: Ringed snake, water snake

Description
The longest snake species in Great Britain, the grass snake is often found near waterbodies. Females can grow up to c.130cm, 
whilst the male is slightly smaller at c.100cm long. Grass snakes are usually olive green in colour, with a distinctive yellow and 
black neck collar and a round pupil. These reptiles have pale bellies and dark blotches or bars can be found along the body. 

The grass snake is Britain’s only egg-laying snake with the female laying 10 to 40 eggs in decaying vegetation such as compost 
heaps which act as an incubator. The eggs hatch into miniature versions of the adults in late summer to autumn. 

The grass snake is completely harmless to humans, but when threatened they can play dead, or rear up in a mock attack 
posture. They can also excrete a foul-smelling substance from anal glands. Like all snakes, grass snakes are cold-blooded and 
can only be active if they bask in the sun on warm days.

What they eat
Grass snakes feed on a variety of species including amphibians, fish and nesting birds.

Where and when to see them
 z Grass snakes are active from April to October (they hibernate from October to April).

 z They are strongly associated with wetland habitats but can also be found on grasslands, heaths and gardens 
(particularly those with a pond). They are excellent swimmers and are able to stay submerged for over half an 
hour.  

 z Check compost heaps as they like to lay their eggs in the warm and rotting organic matter.  

 z Search for them on warm sunny days. On cold wet days they will be will be hidden away.    

Legal status
The grass snake is fully protected against being sold, injured or killed by Schedule 5 of The Wildlife & Countryside Act, 1981, 
and is listed under Appendix III of the Bern Convention. They are also listed under Section 7 of the Environment (Wales) Act, 
2016, as a Species of Principal Importance in Wales.

Field signs to look for
As with many reptiles, grass snakes can be very secretive and difficult to find. However, you may be lucky to find skin sloughs 
and eggs which reveal their presence.  

Skin sloughs
All reptiles periodically shed or moult their skins to allow for growth. Male grass snakes shed their skin twice a year, and 
females shed once a year, just before laying eggs. The sloughed skins can be used to identify the species.  

On the grass snake skin large scales are present on the head area (e.g. behind the eye) and there is a divided anal/pre-
anal scale. The dorsal scales (i.e. those on the back) are keeled which means they have a ridge and may feel rough to 
touch.  
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Eggs
Grass snake eggs are c. 2.5 to 3cm long and are usually stuck together in batches of 10-40. They are leathery and white in 
colour and are often laid in manure or compost heaps. Hatchlings emerge in early autumn, and the eggs may persist up to 
a year after hatching.

Similar species

Adder (Vipera berus)
Adders are much smaller and stockier than grass snakes measuring 40-70cm long. Colouration is highly variable but 
generally males are grey with a black zig-zig or diamond pattern down their backs, females tend be more brown with a 
dark brown zig-zag stripe. Adult adders can also be black, whilst juveniles can be a brick-red colour. Adders have a vertical 
pupil. 

They are largely restricted to heathland, scrub, woodland edge and embankments. They are the UKs only venomous snake.

Smooth snake (Coronella austriaca) Nb. Highly unlikely to be seen in Gwent.
Smooth snakes are restricted to heathlands in Dorset, Hampshire and Surrey, so it is highly unlikely that this species would 
be encountered in the Gwent Levels area.  

Slowworm (Anguis fragilis)
Often mistaken for a snake, this legless lizard has a shiny metallic appearance and grows to about 40cm long. They 
generally look a greyish-brown, males sometimes have blue spots whilst the females often have a black stripe running 
along the back. Juveniles have black bellies and gold, copper or silver sides with a dark stripe running along back.  
Slowworms can shed their tails when threatened (and grow in back, albeit never fully), and also have eyelids, and a flat-
forked tongue. They eat slugs, snails, spiders, insects and earthworms, and are found in a wide variety of habitats, including 
gardens.  

Non-native species
Many different species of snake are kept as pets and some occasionally escape or are released. Expert advice may be required 
if unusually coloured snakes are encountered.  

Did you know?
Unlike other non-venomous snakes, grass snakes do not constrict to kill their prey, they simply swallow it whilst still alive!

Links
The Amphibian and Reptile Conservation Trust (ARC Trust): https://www.arc-trust.org/grass-snake

Froglife: https://www.froglife.org/info-advice/amphibians-and-reptiles/grass-snake/

The Wildlife Trusts: https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/wildlife-explorer/reptiles/grass-snake

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKUImryuCbo

ARKive: https://www.arkive.org/grass-snake/natrix-natrix/

NatureSpot: https://www.naturespot.org.uk/species/grass-snake

BTO: https://www.bto.org/volunteer-surveys/gbw/gardens-wildlife/garden-reptiles-amphibians/a-z-reptiles-amphibians/grass-
snake

Other Surveys
National Amphibian & Reptile Recording Schemes (NARRS): http://www.narrs.org.uk/


